Fascia, the silent network that connects all practitioners and their patients

Fascia is the level of body work that embodies massage, PT, acupuncture, psychology, medication, diet, inflammation, mind body, and energy healing. There is no pain, memory of trauma, nutritional impropriety, anxiety, or environmental stress anywhere in the body, that does not impact fascia...and the repercussions are multisystemic and body wide. Every practitioner touches this network in some way...part of why so many different models work for healing in any one individual. Classic medical teaching has promoted the idea of 9 body systems. These include musculoskeletal, nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular, immune, respiratory, urinary, digestive, and reproductive systems. Fasciology refers to all cells, tissues, and organs as they are wrapped and segmented by the supporting-storing system. Fascial anatomy differs from regional anatomy by emphasizing relationships between structure, function, and transformation over time. Our cells and organs maintain through interaction between the supporting system and the functional system. Under the regulation of the nervous and immune systems, the fascia network regulates the functional and living status of cells, and provides a stable environment for cellular function and survival. Our work as healers communicates to other healers through the fascia response of our patients. This presentation will stimulate the imagination and creativity of all practitioners as we realize how our work integrates and contributes to each person's healing through the fascia system that connects all body systems and treatment modalities.
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